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SWIRL WINE
GROUP
OUR STORY

For all its ancient history, wine is constantly evolving - so the

way we talk about it has to too. Our mission is to shine a light

on the lesser known; the underestimated; the misunderstood.  

 

Under the guidance of Founder and Director, Sarah Abbott

MW, Swirl Wine Group communicates the stories of wines

which are just waiting to be discovered.

 

Based in London, we work globally. We're a multi-national,

multi-lingual team with an unrivalled 'black book' of trusted

international associates. Our approach is creative, strategic

and guaranteed to make a difference to your business.
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Swirl in the Cloud is our new digital service which enables us

to create, connect and deliver content virtually.

 

Our traditional understanding of wine is rooted in the

ceremony of shared experience. We enjoy it with friends; we

attend tastings; we take the time to select the perfect bottle

for a dinner party. 

 

You may think that the intimacy of these in-person

experiences is impossible to replicate remotely. We would

challenge that; Swirl In The Cloud’s digital events have been

thoughtfully designed to maintain the sense of connection. 

 

 

 

SWIRL IN THE
CLOUD

WEBINARS & VIRTUAL TASTINGS

FOR THE WINE INDUSTRY 
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CHANGING TIMES NEED
ALTERNATIVE MEASURES

Future-proof your business
 



SWIRL IN THE CLOUD
WEBINARS & ONLINE TASTINGS
FUTURE- PROOF YOUR BUSINESS
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As the way we work changes, so too should the way we

present our clients and content. We don’t believe in

change for change’s sake; digital experiences can

unite disparate groups, give access to valuable

information wherever and whenever, and connect wine

lovers no matter the external circumstances. 



WHAT WE DO

MAXIMISE THE VALUE AND
LIFE OF EVENTS BY CREATING

ENDURING AND RICH
CONTENT AND REFERENCE

POINTS

INCREASE AUDIENCE
ENGAGEMENT, TRACKABILITY

AND ANALYSIS OF RETURN ON
INVESTMENT 

EXPAND THE REACH OF IN-
PERSON EVENTS TO MULTIPLE

GEOGRAPHIES, SECTORS,
CHANNELS
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Whilst we are fans of traditional live wine events, the

conventional formula of taste-listen-discuss engages a

certain type of audience. Having to take half a day to

attend a wine tasting simply doesn’t fit with everyone’s

schedule. But with thoughtfully designed digital

events, you can expand your reach to a wider

audience. 

 

REACH DIFFERENT
AUDIENCES

REACH A WIDER, TECH-
SAVVY AUDIENCE

MAKE YOUR PRODUCT
AND MESSAGE MORE
ACCESSIBLE TO THE TIME-
POOR

OPEN EVENTS TO A
LARGER, GLOBAL
AUDIENCE

BUILD VALUABLE, HIGHLY
TARGETED ONLINE
COMMUNITIES
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BUILD VISIBILITY
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The data and feedback seamlessly generated from

digital tastings is uniquely valuable. Online events and

experiences are set up in a way which allows for live

data capture, the result of which is in-depth and

extremely accurate reporting. It’s also a great

opportunity for real-time commentary: we can now

capture information and feedback that is inaccessible

to us in-person events.

Allows live data capture and in-depth reporting
Access to real-time commentary
Capture of information otherwise not available



SOME OF THE PLATFORMS
WE USE
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Zoom Room 

& Webinars

Swirl Wine Group

blog & resource

centre

eventbrite Facebook Live Netflix

Play



Our team, led by Sarah Abbott MW leads &
presents events in the following formats:

PANEL

TALKS

One, or a few speakers

discuss a topic with a

scheduled, managed

Q&A

VIRTUAL

TASTINGS

8-20 people login

together to discuss a set

of wines delivered prior

to the meeting

by courier

WEBINARS
Presentations

where audience can

participate by asking

questions, much like in-

person masterclasses. 

Whilst we can host up to

100 attendees, we will

focus on highly engaged

groups of 10-30 people,

similar to an in-person

event

LECTURES

Pre-recorded

lectures delivered by

Sarah Abbott MW on her

specialist topics

These events are recorded, and can be downloaded and shared across other markets and media platforms.



THE EXPERIENCE
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FOR OUR CLIENTS

The process of arranging an event will be as seamless as ever:

We will still develop themes, have a clear message and objective and create all collateral,

materials and presentations

Wines will be selected according to topic, with all delivery & logistics handled by the team

We will curate the guest list with as much care as in-person events

Both live and recorded (‘on demand’) events are available; sharing materials and supporting

information with guests via Releasd platform, as well as by sending email attachments

Webinars can be publicised across various digital platforms and edited into smaller chunks of

film/audio to share as required across social

Post-event reporting will be even more detailed than usual thanks to the conversations captured

live during the event

Typical 'Masterclass' formats can be replicated as well as exploring alternative formats

Option - recruit guests to receive designated sample bottle from the line-up so that they can

join with the host in describing their bottle and reaction to it



THE EXPERIENCE
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FOR OUR GUESTS

For certain events, we’ll invite attendees to prepare a contribution prior to the event

Live chat will be standard

Scheduled Q&As will also feature

Attendees can ask questions, contribute comments

Participation is encouraged

SELECTED BOTTLE(S) TO TASTE DELIVERED VIA COURIER WITH A BRANDED WELCOME NOTE AND

CORRESPONDING COLLATERAL

Choose to attend in real time or at their convenience with ‘on demand’ events

SIGN-UP WILL RUN THROUGH EVENTBRITE

To ‘attend’, you’ll receive an email with a link to the event, as well as a link to a page on Releasd

featuring all content relevant to the event including presentations, tasting notes, maps, social

tags and so on



LONDON OFFICE 

(BY APPOINTMENT)
Swirl Wine Group, 24/25 The Shard, 

32 London Bridge St., London, SE1 9SG

E:  sarah@swirlwinegroup.com

T:  +44 (0)20 3858 0837

M:  +44 (0) 7921 180375

 

THANK YOU

FOR ENQUIRIES:

Brought to you by


